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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Internet usage has increased significantly over the years. According to UNODC (2013), 2.3
billion people had access to internet in 2011, and in 2017, the number of networked devices
will be six times the population. The enhanced proliferation has led to a significant increase in
cybercrimes. Since the crime occurs around all around the world (real and virtual), is not easy
to put together a standard definition of cybercrime. However, a limited number of acts against
the confidentiality, integrity and availability of computer data or systems represent the core of
cybercrime. Hacking of email accounts tops the list of victimization, and many cybercrimes
involve fraud committed over internet, like online credit card fraud and illegal funds transfer
using phishing (figure 1) (p. xvii).
Figure 1

Source: UNODC (2013, p. 28)
According to ECC-Net (2013), Europol estimates that victims lose around €290 billion each
year globally due to cybercrime. This makes cybercrime more profitable for criminals than the
combined value of global trade in marijuana, cocaine and heroin (p. 5). Private sector
organizations are also susceptible to cybercrime, and data breach due to intrusion or phishing
is a major problem (pp. 30-31). Merchants in North America alone lost an estimated 1% of
their online revenue or $3.4 billion due to fraud (Cybersource, 2012).

Figure 2: Cybercrime and Enterprise Victimization

Source: UNODC (2013, p. 31)

1.2 Internet Fraud & its Common Types
AGD (2011) defines fraud as dishonestly obtaining a benefit or causing a losses by deception
or by using other means. When applied to internet crimes, AFP (2013) defines ‘internet fraud
and scams’ or ‘online fraud’ as any type of fraud scheme that uses any of the components of
internet (email, web sites, chat rooms or message boards) to present fraudulent solicitations, to
conduct fraudulent transactions or to transmit the proceeds obtained through such fraud to
financial institutions or to others involved in the scheme. According to Kerr, Owen, Nicholls
& Button (2013), online frauds include confidence fraud (e.g. mass marketing & romance
scams); possessing, making or supplying articles for use in fraud (e.g. computer programs for
skimming credit card numbers); phishing and pharming (getting users to transmit personal
details or financial information to a fraudulent website); use of malware; SMishing (personal
information obtained via SMS); vishing (personal information obtained on telephone); spearphishing (highly targeted spam emails) and Koobface (messages containing viruses are sent to
users via their social media site) (p. 3).

1.3 Internet Fraud - Impact & methods
Apart from financial loss, online fraud causes damage to participants’ relationships with others,
physical and psychological impact, change in long-term online behavior (e.g. lesser purchases),
loss of time and convenience, and reduced trust in society on legitimate online businesses (p.
6). According to KPMG (2013), criminals are using botnets, malware, phishing services,
criminal cloud services and hackers available for hire in the cyber underground (p. 18).
According to ECC-Net (2013), many frauds which are now committed over Internet have
existed in one form or another for many years (p. 23). Online fraud can be related to fake
auctions, intentional non-delivery of products, credit and debit card fraud, check fraud, identity
theft and phishing (p. 3). According to the survey conducted by KPMG, increased connectivity
and use of social media has made Australian businesses more susceptible to cyber-attacks
(Stafford, 2013).

This report highlights the dangers posed to businesses by spear-phishing. It examines a real
incident involving internet fraud in MOHO, a company in China (Ma, 2013). The incident
brings to focus the causes, problems, effects and possible solutions to the menace of Phishing.

2.0 CASE STUDY – SPEAR-PHISHING ATTACK ON MOHO
The case of spear-phishing attack on MOHO has appeared in the Journal of Technology
Research. Before delving into the details, some basic information about phishing is discussed
below.
2.1 Phishing – History, Definition & Statistics
Phishing is a common form of internet fraud which affects consumers and businesses around
the world. The term originated in 1996 and referred to the practice of tricking users to disclose
information related to America On-Line (AOL) accounts. The information was used to
distribute malware. While it disappeared by 2000, a new form of phishing, as we know today,
surfaced in 2002 (McCombie, 2008). APWG (2013) defines phishing as a criminal mechanism
which uses both social engineering and technical subterfuge to steal data related to consumers’
personal identity and financial accounts. Social engineering schemes use deceptive emails
purporting to be from legitimate organizations (e.g. banks). These emails are designed to lead
consumers to counterfeit websites which trick the recipients into disclosing vital information
such as usernames and passwords of their bank accounts. Phishing also uses technical
subterfuge schemes by planting malicious software in computers to steal the data directly and

lead users to fake websites. Even authentic websites can be used by the phisher. In such cases
he uses proxies controlled by him to monitor and intercept user’s keystrokes. USA hosts the
most number of phishing websites (pp. 2-3). In April-June 2013, 75% of the phishing attacks
were directed towards payment services and the financial sector (figure 3) (pp. 7-8).
Figure 3

Source: APWG (2013, p. 7)

2.2 Spear-phishing
Spear-phishing emails are being increasingly used, and may refer to the targets by their specific
name, rank, or position (Trend Micro, 2012, p. 4). Spear-Phishing has a 70% open rate
compared to 3% for mass phishing, and half of those who open the email also click on the
malicious link. The value of loss per victim is also significantly higher. Such attacks on
organizations damage its reputation, and many attacks are not reported to avoid this
consequence. Apart from money, phishers target businesses to steal employee personal identity
details, intellectual Property, and business partnership relationships information. The
geographical area is selected, then profitable industries are identified, and finally the target
organization is chosen (Ma, 2013).

2.3 Why MOHO was chosen by the fraudsters?
As mentioned in Ma (2013), MOHO is a small Chinese manufacturer / trader of construction
chemicals and also provides professional services like technology know-how transfer and
process design. Its sells its products and services to businesses (B2B). International customers
make payments to the company using wire transfer (the preferred mode) and letter of credits.
The minimum value of the orders is around $30,000. To expand its international presence, the

company advertised itself in B2B marketplaces and other websites. MOHO attracted the
attention of spear-phishing fraudsters because small businesses are more vulnerable to such
attacks due to weaker internet security. Further, developing countries are also preferred because
of weaker security systems. High level of English is not required in the phishing email content
to lure the users from these nations. B2B companies, working in competitive environment are
preferred. MOHO met all these prerequisites.

2.4 The Steps followed
According to Ma (2013), spear-Phishing of businesses involves a professionally planned,
carefully orchestrated, globally distributed, collusive and multistage process. The emails are
contextually and technically sound, and hence involve experts from different fields. They use
disguised email addresses and hyperlinks. The emails may contain multiple domain names in
the header, and the body contains the link which leads to the fake website. The DNS name is
similar to the genuine website. The website presents the form in which the unsuspecting users
fill their personal or financial details. The filled information is sent to the fraudster’s database
for subsequent use. The content in the email body is the bait. It usually contains promise for a
job or a new sales order or some ‘urgent’ information for the user or some ‘immediate’ action
required by the user.
In MOHO’s case, the phishers, pretending to be a new customer requiring technology transfer
services, sent an email to the sales department. The email had fake contact information and the
misleading link. Phishers had already created the fake website. The email asked the salesperson
to click on the link and fill in his email login information. This was supposed to ‘help’ him to
access the design specimen for which the technology transfer services were required. English
was the salesperson’s second language, and he was not so knowledgeable about security
matters. He took the email on face value and considered it as a sales opportunity. He filled in
the information on the innocuous looking fake website, and did not notice issues like long subdomain name and some inconsistencies in company information. He could not login, so he
reported to the phisher about this ‘technical’ issue. He did not realize that his login details had
already been captured by the phisher (Ma, 2013).

As part of the usual modus-operandi, once a higher level partner in a supply chain is phished,
lower level are also phished. Business spear-phishing involves exchanges of emails over a
longer time, unlike a one-time attempt in the case of phishing of individual accounts. Once the

data is collected through this website, email settings of the user are manipulated for long term
access and for searching of other targets in the contacts or correspondence of the emails of the
first victim. For this, the ‘reply-to’ and ‘from’ settings are changed to suit the fraud plan
execution of the phisher. This is exactly what was done in MOHO’s case. The Phishers
accessed the emails and contacts of the salesperson, and configured the settings to facilitate
repeated misuse. The correspondence and the email addresses provided vital details, and the
phishers could send fraudulent emails to MOHO’s business partners. During normal course of
business, the MOHO salesperson contacted a particular customer with whom the company was
discussing a $100,000 order. Once the order was finalized, the salesperson’s sent an email
containing the Proforma Invoice. This was intercepted by the phishers. The customer’s account
was also phished, and fraudulent emails were sent to him to finalize the order and send the
payment to a new bank account (belonging to the phishers). So the phishers received the real
emails sent by both parties and send fraudulent emails to both, thereby manipulating the whole
system to their advantage. The real parties (MOHO salesperson and the customer), however,
believed that they were in direct contact with each other. As with such spear-phishing cases,
money was defrauded by the phishers. When the fraud was discovered, and the emails
analyzed, it was found that the emails from phishers originated from various countries. This
made tracking and detection of the fraud difficult (Ma, 2013).

3.0 DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
This case highlights that spear-phishers select soft targets, plan in detail, and use highly
contextual and targeted content based on the information gathered about the company. The
phishers knew that it would be easier to attack a small Chinese business which is trying hard
to increase its international presence. They gathered information about the company’s business
and pretended to be a customer for their services rather than their products. This gave them a
reason to ask the salesperson to click on the link to understand the fake customer’s requirement
(design specification). The average size of the order made the exercise worth the effort. A
multi-stage and multi-level process was followed to target MOHO’s customers. The existing
trust between the parties was exploited.

The above discussion involves understanding internet fraud and gaining a practical perspective
by analyzing the case of a Chinese company MOHO which was subjected to a targeted phishing
attack. Based on above, it is concluded that internet fraud presents a real threat to businesses.
It leads to financial loss, loss of reputation and lowers the trust amongst business partners. It

can also have an adverse impact on employees’ morale and health. It is important to educate
the members of the organization about the various prevalent methods of internet fraud.
Methods like phishing require active participation of the personnel to be successful. So
education can definitely reduce the success rate of the phishers. As mentioned in Chhikara,
Dahiya, Garg & Rani (2013) corporations should establish corporate policies and communicate
them to consumers, provide a way for the consumer to validate that the E-mail is genuine,
develop stronger authentication at web sites, monitor the Internet for potential phishing web
sites, and use good quality anti-virus, content filtering and anti-spam solutions at the internet
gateway (p. 465). To summarize, fighting internet fraud is a continuous and a collaborative
effort involving members of the business community, technology experts and society at large.
Since internet usage is expected to increase significantly, it is important for all to remain aware
of the threats posed by cybercriminals.
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